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Product description:  

AIRSTAR SIROCCO 48V 12X10W LED PRO PACK 12300 LUMEN 

AIRSTAR SIROCCO 48V 12X10W LED PRO PACK is a lightglobe equipped with 12 LED lamps
capable of illuminating a maximum area of 700 m².

The Lightglobe AIRSTAR SIROCCO 12X10W PRO comes complete with a convenient case that
allows you to store and transport all the components in a practical and tidy way. The Lightglobe is
equipped with a battery that allows autonomous operation up to 12 hours. 

The Lightglobe AIRSTAR SIROCCO 12X10W ideal for all types of applications: temporary site
lighting, area lighting, emergency, temporary maintenance, SDIS, police station, in confined
spaces, etc..

AIRSTAR SIROCCO 12X10W LED comes complete with corrosion and rust resistant stainless
steel telescopic pole. The telescopic pole can reach a height of 4.6 m and can support a
maximum weight of 3.30 kg, in addition it gives an excellent stability to the lightglobe even in
unfavorable conditions.

The lightglobe AIRSTAR SIROCCO 12X10W is completely waterproof and can also be used in
wet working environments or in the presence of water, giving you the opportunity to always work
with maximum safety.

TECHNICAL FEATURES AIRSTAR SIROCCO 12X10W LED PRO:

Envelope diameter: 60 cm
Maximum pole height: 4. 6 m
Color temperature: 4750 K
Number of lamps: 12
Type of lamps: LED
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Power of a lamp: 10W
Power supply voltage: 48 VDC
Type of lamp holder: E27
Lighting area for activities at the first level of risk (standard EN12464-2): 150 m²
Lighting area open space environment (standard EN1838): 700 m².
Lighting under the balloon (placed at 2 meters): 200 Lx
Luminous flux: 12300 Lm
Global protection class: IP 54
Case size: 670 x 510 x 260 mm
Total weight (balloon + telescopic column + battery + charger): 20 Kg

Looking for a Lightglobe with different technical features? Here you can find the full range of
Lightglobe AIRSTAR or other specialized brands.

Images and technical data not binding.

AIRSTAR SIROCCO 12X10W lightglobe bcsid bcuib sbcsu bcsdu siubdc ulsuidb ciusbcb isbi cb
ldsib ciulb siuc bsibc iusiu bcis bucbs uicuib siudb cuibs liubdc

  

Product features:  

Voltage (V): 48 DVC
Protection degree: IP54
Diameter (Ø): 60 cm
Power (W): 12X10W
Maximum height (m): 4.6
Type of lamps: LED
Telescopic pole: Chromed steel
Illuminated area (m²): 700
Total lumens (Lm): 12300
Weight (Kg): 3.3
Video: lRu515jByBc
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